Inventory and Quality Control Products
Make identification easy with QC products that mark your inventory and property in any environment.

**Inventory Tags**
Control inventory, stock and repairs
- Preprinted to help keep accurate control of inventory
- Reinforced holes keep tags in place where you need them
- Available in two- and three-part carbonless tags

**Quality Control Signs**
Communicate key messages in the quality assurance process
- Manage warehouse processes by organizing goods
- High-tack adhesive sticks to painted, smooth or slightly textured surfaces
- Fast application and can be removed with little to no residue

**Inventory Labels**
Quick and easy color-coding and stock identification
- Printed with inventory and QC messages such as dates, shipping status and handling directions
- Ideal for identifying and color-coding departments, priorities, customers, expiration & due dates and more
- Vibrant color options draw attention
Letters & Numbers
Highly visible for quick recognition
- Cost-effective way to mark bins, shelves, panels and much more
- Self-adhesive markers are self-aligning for ease of use
- Select only the characters you need

Write-On Labels
Bold, fade-resistant labels are made to last
- Self-stick labels efficiently identify raw materials and equipment
- Special adhesive sticks to flat or curved surfaces
- Choose from stock wording or personalize with your message

Quality Control Tape
Confirm quality in every shipment
- Shipping tape reinforces your commitment to quality
- QC process message is printed along entire length of tape
- Made with rubber adhesive for a strong bond

About Seton
Seton has everything you need to keep your workplace safe and productive. We offer over 225,000 innovative identification products, including signs, labels and safety solutions. We also manufacture custom products that are made to your exact specifications. With over 60 years of experience in virtually every industry, our customer service team provides the regulatory expertise to keep your facility fully compliant. Your work is demanding — let us make it easy for you to order with confidence.